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I run an equity advisory service www.intelsense.in
Please assume I am interested in any stock we discuss. Please do your own due diligence before
investing.
This presentation is for educational purposes only and should NOT be taken as a recommendation to
buy or sell any company that is discussed during the discussion.
I am SEBI Registered Research Analyst - Registration Number: INH300006607.
All information and data are from public sources including annual reports, industry reports, conference
call transcripts, screener.in etc

4744

Number of listed stocks in BSE

1625

Stocks with positive profit growth in
Q2FY20

343

Number of stocks with a PE > 50

~1,53,70,000

Market capitalization of listed
companies in crores

0.75

Indian market cap to GDP ratio
• GDP ~ USD 2900 bn
• Market cap ~ USD 2200 bn

Who said this recently, “We are, right now, the
most important technology company on earth”?

Patrick Brown, Funder & CEO of Impossible
Foods – pioneers of the meatless burger

Investing is a craft
◦ Requires dedicated practice, reflection on
performance and one’s wins & losses, correction
of errors.
◦ Started investing in 2000 with Rs 5,000 and no
knowledge of markets. No inherited money.
◦ Invested. Made mistakes. Learnt. Made more &
different mistakes. Read voraciously. And kept on
learning. Cycle continues.
◦ Spent 19 years in IT with a full time job and a full
time passion for investing!!
◦ In 2019, left my job and became a full-time
investor.
◦ Started an advisory with the intention of helping
small investors. Consider this my giveback to the
markets, from which I have got so much.

Understanding the context … the field is
changing.. Do I need to change?
◦ Negative interest rates
◦ Japan: -0.10%
◦ Sweden: -0.30%
◦ European Central Bank: -0.40%
◦ Denmark: -0.70%
◦ Switzerland: -0.80%

◦ High Frequency trading
◦ Only about 10% of investing in US is now based on
“fundamental discretionary” type (as per JP Morgan
estimates in 2017)

◦ Passive (index) investing
◦ 14% of US funds are now in equity based index ETFs
◦ 45% of all US funds are in passively managed funds

Picking a style and getting better at it…
Trying to get better at multiple styles.
GARP
VALUE
MOMENTUM
GROWTH
COMPOUNDERS
QUALITY
DIVIDEND YIELD

There are successful
practitioners across
all styles
◦ The adjoining table is from “Excess Returns” by
Frederik Vanhaverbeke.
◦ He has captured the performance of some very
eminent investors / traders.
◦ Ones in italics and underlined as disciples of
Graham.
◦ Ones in bold are turtle traders
◦ Ones just underlined are Buffett followers

Improving my craft
◦ Everyone says “Read a lot” … But read what? How much is a
“lot”? How to know if it’s sufficient or efficient?
◦ Information Overload - WhatsApp, Social Media, Media
◦ 2 types of investment reading – top-down, bottom-up
◦ Top-Down: Biographies, history, psychology, technology, magazines
articles, interviews of industry leaders
◦ Bottom-Up: Annual reports, concall transcripts, industry reports

◦ Both top-down or bottom-up reading is required.

◦ Multi-disciplinary thinking helps in connecting the dots. The
dots can only be connected in hindsight.

Save. Search.
◦ Digital Brain - Take notes in easily
searchable format in tools like
OneNote (0r Evernote, Google
Docs or MS Word).

◦ Reading actively –
◦ writing a few key points for every
article I read.
◦ writing a short summary of every
book I read.
◦ Noting down any actionables.
◦ Doing a weekly or monthly review of
your notes.

Practices on reading I find useful
◦ Allocating blocks of time for reading.
◦ Keeping mobiles on DND mode and away from arms length.
◦ Skimming through very fast –OR- Read the first and last paragraph to
see if the topic, writer interests you.
◦ Reading only headlines of newspapers.
◦ Read only 1 week old newspapers. That way, I know which “breaking
news” you can ignore!
◦ Focus more on long form articles or books. (Trying to increase
attention span)
◦ Having mini-projects of your own for detailed study of a topic which
you want to gain expertise in. (Typical duration is 4-12 weeks)
◦ Try to complete one Coursera course a year
◦ Try to learn something completely new a year

Using freely available tools to help in the
research process

◦ ValuePickr is a extraordinary online collaborative platform. It’s
free.
◦ More than 30,000 active users and growing everyday. Average
monthly pageviews are over 1.5million. Community managed
with only 4 part-time moderators. Tech platform singlehandedly done by Pratyush Mittal.
◦ Objective is to have serious stock discussions and encourage
learning and sharing.

◦ http://forum.valuepickr.com
◦ www.screener.in
◦ www.bseindia.com

◦ Do not encourage tipsters. Current effort on weeding out illintentioned members.
◦ A company thread captures developments chronologically
and can be referred back to for learning and research
purposes.

◦ www.nseindia.com

◦ It captures the mood-of-the-moment and behavioural aspects
of investors in a fascinating way.

◦ www.trendlyne.com

◦ Access to expert network in nearly all industries.

◦ www.tijorifinance.com
◦ www.ratestar.in

◦ Great opportunities of scuttlebutt.
◦ ValuePickr is my first port of call when researching a company.

Creating a written-down investment
framework

◦ Written–down framework helps in building
discipline
Universe
selection

Stock
selection

Allocation

Selling

◦ Feedback loop for improving my process
based on real-life experience

My mistakes over the years…
◦ Extrapolating past to the future
◦ Falling in love with your stock
◦ Unrealistic expectations - Having high expectations pushes to make mistakes
◦ Overconfidence on own ability

◦ Complexity preference
◦ Falling for “stories”
◦ Value averaging and reluctance to averaging up
◦ Fear & Greed – No systematic way to analyse markets

◦ Labelling myself based on style (value, growth, GARP, trader …), market cap (mid cap, smallcap,
large cap etc), time horizon (long term, short term …)
◦ Wanting to know more and more about a company / situation – start with a very narrow focus
(small circle of competence)

Lessons learnt as a practitioner of
investing
◦ Question all underlying assumptions. Always.
◦ For example, “Investing works well if it is for the long term.” … how do we know? How well is
well? How long is long term? What has been the past track record of LT investing in India? In
other countries? How much of survivorship bias is there in our minds (anecdotal evidence)?
◦ From the companies that were there in Sensex in 1991, only 9 companies are there till today.
That means about 2/3 of the companies have been pushed out. What if you had bought a
portfolio of companies like Bombay Dyeing, Hindustan Motors, Premier Automobiles, Mukand
Iron & Steel and other such names which used to rule the roost back then?
◦ Invert the problem statement – has long term investing failed to work? What about USD returns
from Nifty over the last 10 years?

◦ No investment strategy works all the time – not value, not growth, not momentum, not
anything…Need to be prepared for periods of poor performance.
◦ There are no growth companies. There are companies in growth phase.

Only in investing do we expect our
“mantras” to be true forever!

Do not get married to either your investment style or your stocks ☺

Understanding the downside
◦ Understanding and defining what risk means to me
◦ “Permanent risk of loss of capital” ~ Is this not only known in hindsight?
What if I own Vodafone-Idea shares now? How do I know if there will be
permanent erosion of capital? Or it will be a phoenix-like business and
rise from the ashes?

◦ Before a stock price goes to zero, can we say it is permanent loss of
capital? Again, how long do I have to wait to ensure permanence?

◦ A consistent, repeatable process is a very strong driver of portfolio
performance. Over time it moves the pointer from the luck to the
skill side on the skill-luck continuum.

SUMMARY
Have a defined process.
Question everything. Don’t take anything or anyone at
face value. Decide based on what makes sense to you.
Be ready to change your opinion based on new evidence.

A simple (?) stock story
◦ The only domestic manufacturer of super alloys with a market share of ~1%. Rest of the demand is mostly
imported.
◦ Also the sole manufacturer of titanium alloys in India.

◦ Strategic customers include Ordnance Factory Board (OFB), Defence Research & Development
Organisation (DRDO), Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd. (HAL),
Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), etc.
◦ Looking to enter the new markets of oil & gas, mining, power, railways, chemicals and fertilisers.
◦ Has an order book of Rs 1,815 crore as on September 1, out of which, Rs 1,300 crore is from the space
department. Total revenues in FY19 was 711crs.
Market Cap: 2,869 Cr.

ROCE: 21.73 %

Profit growth: 17.87 %

52 weeks High / Low 186.95 / 100.00

ROE: 16.07 %

Dividend yield: 1.43 %

Book Value: 47.03

Dividend Payout Ratio: 31.43 %

Promoter holding: 74.00 %

Price to book value: 3.26

Debt to equity: 0.07

YOY Quarterly profit growth: 74.54 %

Stock P/E: 18.39

OPM: 27.54 %

EV/EBITDA: 10.64

Dividend Yield: 1.43 %

NPM last year: 18.37 %

Working Capital to Sales ratio: 96.80 %

